Abstract-How to establish basic granules of knowledge is a fundamental issue for data mining from incomplete decision tables. In the existing methods, basic granules under similarity relation contain too many objects and disturb the later knowledge mining, while granules under limited similarity relation, although simplifying the granules through introducing a limited threshold on two objects satisfying similarity relation, still have problems such as high computation and low prediction precision. In this paper, a multi-threshold model is presented to establish basic knowledge units of incomplete decision table based on the idea of granular computing, comparison experiments on the new model with two existing models show that the new model is superior to the other models on prediction precision, time cost and attribute reduction.
INTRODUCTION
Granular computing is an efficient method to deal with inexact, uncertain or vague information [1] [2] . There are two key tasks for applying a granular computing algorithm, the first one is selection and construction of basic granules and the second is granulation of specific problem [3] .
Incomplete data exists widely in the real life, and knowledge mining from incomplete data has attracted a great deal of attentions [4] [5] . For complete data, by equivalence relation, all objects can be partitioned into some equivalence classes, which can be used as natural basic granules for knowledge reasoning and concept approximation. Different with the complete data, construction of basic granules in incomplete data is more complex. Because the equivalence relation needs to be extended in order to deal with the relations between objects in incomplete data.
Several extensions of equivalence relation, mainly belong to tolerance relation, have been proposed [6] [7] . However, these granules induced by extension relations have some defects, such as lack of clear semantic [8] .
In addition, as a main characteristic of granular computing, the idea of hierarchy is used by many researchers to mining knowledge from incomplete data [9] . A hierarchical reduction method proposed in [10] converts a problem solving of single hierarchy and single granulation to a problem solving of multi-hierarchy and multi-granulation.
Hierarchical structures on multi-granulation spaces are investigated in [11] . Three different hierarchical structures are proposed on two types of the multigranulation spaces, partition-based and covering-based, respectively. Properties about these hierarchical structures and the relationships between these hierarchical structures and the multi-granulation rough sets are deeply discussed.
Also based on the idea of hierarchy, [12] investigates the extended formulas and the formulation representation of granules and introduces some operations of granules in rough sets, and a conceptual framework of knowledge retrieval is proposed based on the granular structure model develop which enlarges the application areas of granular computing. [13] summarizes recent application developments of rough sets and granular computing in hierarchical learning, the general framework of rough set based hierarchical learning is presented, and some techniques for embedding the domain knowledge into the granular, layered learning process are also proposed in order to improve the quality of hierarchical classifiers.
The hierarchical idea of granular computing is also applied to the field of control engineering [14] . Using different fuzzy controls for coarse adjustment in the coarse granularity and adopting classical PID as fine control in the fine granularity, a supervisor which is a fuzzy controller is designed to switch between the different fuzzy controllers and PID control smoothly.
In this paper, a new granular computing model is presented for the knowledge mining from incomplete decision tables. The original incomplete decision table is firstly a set of complete objects and a set of incomplete objects.
Secondly incomplete objects whose incompleteness degrees are limited by two thresholds are integrated according to the certain information provided by the set of complete objects. And then basic granules are created through a matching degree based on a limited tolerance relation.
Comparison experiments show that the new model is superior to two existing models on prediction precision, time cost and attribute reduction. This paper is organized as follows. Basic concepts related to granulation model are introduced in Section 2, In Section 3 a new multi-threshold granulation model is proposed and a demonstration example is given. Comparison experiments with two existing models are presented in Section4. Finally concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS

Incomplete Decision
is the decision attribute and there are 13 objects, some of them are incomplete objects. For example, x10 is an incomplete object having 3 missing values on condition attributes C2, C3 and C4 respectively. 
Similarity Relation
Definition 2 Let ( , , , ) S U A V f = be an incomplete information system. Each subset of attributes P A ⊆ determines a binary similarity relation ( ) SIM P on U :
called the similarity class of x .
( ) P S x can be used as a basic granule of an incomplete information and all similarity classes combine a granulation space which is a covering of the universe.
Incompleteness Rate and Matching Degree
As similarity relation is reflexive and symmetrical, the similarity classes induced by a similarity relation contain too redundancy [15] , even some pairs of objects in a similarity classes have different values on some attributes. Aiming at this problem, adding some conditions to limit similarity relation is a natural choice [16] [17] , where incompleteness rate and matching degree are two important measures [15] .
be an incomplete decision table and x U ∈ . Incompleteness rate of x is defined as follows:
where |X| is the cardinality of set X. In fact, the incompleteness rate of an object is the ratio of the number of condition attributes whose value is incomplete and the number of all condition attributes. The bigger the incompleteness rate of the object is, the more its missing values are. For an object with a big incompleteness rate, there is a big uncertainty even in describing the information of itself, so it is more infeasible to reasoning the relationships among objects based on it. incomplete decision table and   1 
Matrix of matching degree of U is defined as follows:
applications, one can only compute the upper triangular elements of MD .
III. A MULTI-THRESHOLD GRANULATION MODEL
The Idea of Integration
Missing values in an incomplete decision table bring uncertainty for data analysis and mining. In order to simplify the complexity of computation, many researchers divide the all objects into two sets: one consists of complete objects and the other consists of incomplete objects. However, time cost to deal with incomplete objects base on tolerance relation is still high.
From the principle of hierarchy, in this paper we think the objects with same attribute values contain same classification rules and some incomplete objects can be deleted before rule extraction. In other words, objects with different incompleteness rates provide different knowledge for classification. We can integrate those incomplete objects with very high or very low incompleteness rate refer to the certain information provided by the set of complete objects.
For this objective, three thresholds, called , α β and γ respectively, are used. The former two thresholds are used to assign an interval of the missing value ratio of incomplete data objects, and those objects do not belong this interval will be integrated. This idea is consistent with the thinking habit of people. For example, in a decision table with dozens of condition attributes, for an incomplete object, except few missing values, has the same values with another complete object, and also have the same decision value, then it will be integrated to a complete object.
From the definition, it can be seen that if
, the certain information provided by x is included in y , that is, for any regular values of x , y has the same regular value.
Let 0 1 α β < < < , , α β be called the lower and upper bound of incompleteness rate respectively. For an incomplete object x whose incomplete rate is less than or equal to α , if we can find a complete object y which has the same decision d with x satisfying C x y ≺ , x will be think as an object having same attribute value with y and be deleted. That means, the missing values of x are regarded as the corresponding values of y because the certain information on x is so consistent with y .
On the other hand, for an incomplete object x whose incomplete rate is more than or equal to β , if we can find a complete object y which has the same decision d with x such that
, also x can be think as an object having same attribute values with y and be deleted because the uncertainty on values of x is so large that we only integrate it with the few classification information of y for reducing computational complexity.
Obviously, two integration operations have different starting-points. The former is based on enough certain information from incomplete object itself and it's consistency with complete object, while the latter is a helpless choice because the incomplete object contains little certain information.
In addition, above integration operations are only done between the objects with the same decision values. For those objects with higher incompleteness rate should not be directly deleted because some important classification rules maybe contained in them.
For example, object x3 in TABLE 2 should not be deleted although it's incompleteness rate is 6/7 because it contains an obvious rule 6 3 c D C = ⇒ = . Finally, for those incomplete objects whose incompleteness rates are more than α and less than β , a limited similarity relation is applied to granulate them with other complete or incomplete objects. Here the limited condition is given by third threshold γ, only when the matching degree [15] of two objects ( , ) W i j is more than γ, they can be thought as at the same granule.
The Algorithm of Multi-threshold Granulation Model
Based on the above integration idea, an algorithm MTGM (Multi-Threshold Granulation Model) for incomplete decision tables is proposed, which is outlined below.
Input :  an  incomplete  decision  table  ( ,  { } Output: a granulation space of T, denoted as GRS and the new incomplete decision table T'.
(1) divide the objects of U into two sets, the first set includes complete objects denoted as
, and the second set includes incomplete objects as It should be noted that in the step 6, the matrix obtained is a transformation of matrix, rather than a true matrix. More specific, for every incomplete object, only two objects that have the largest matching degree are saved in the matrix, which will improve greatly the efficiency of computation.
An Example
In this section, TABLE 1 is used as an example to illustrate the granulation process of the multi-threshold granulation model MTGM.
Assume α＝30%, β＝70%, γ＝20%, the granulation process of GBMD on TABLE 1 is as follows:
(1) divide the objects of U into two sets, obtain It can be seen that the lower approximation of TABLE 1 obtained by the new algorithm is {a1, a7, a10, a12, a6, a8, a9, a11}. While the lower approximation obtained by the limited tolerance relation based on membership degree [8] ( 1 0.5
) is {a1, a6, a8, a12}. Even if the two objects a10 and a11 deleted in the limited tolerance relation based on membership degree can be defined separately the lower approximation is obtained as {a1, a6, a8, a10, a11, a12}. Compared the results of two methods, the lower approximation obtained by new algorithm is a superset of that obtained by the limited tolerance relation based on membership degree. It shows that the algorithm proposed in this paper can achieve better approximation result than traditional method.
In addition, the granulation spaces obtained by traditional granulation methods are usually a covering of the universe, which is larger than original object space. Meanwhile the granulation space obtained by our algorithm is a partition of the universe, which is a smaller and simpler space than a covering.
IV COMPARISON EXPERIMENTS
In order to test the performance of the multi-threshold granulation (MTGM) model, a series of data mining experiments are designed for comparison with other two granulation models based on tolerance relation [6] (GMTR) and variable precision tolerance relation [17] (GMVPTR).
Firstly algorithms are edited based on three models respectively, and then the results of reduct are obtained through simulation experiments, finally the classification accuracies are outputted from a data mining software Orange [19] .
Tolerance relation think the missing value has the possibility of equivalent to any value, so in this relation, two objects should be classified into different granules only when they have different values on at least one attribute, otherwise they should be classified into the same granule.
In general, this relation is very loose for the requirements of two objects in a granule and will cause the result that many objects with little equivalence possibility are classified into a granule, decrease the classification ability and produce few rules.
Variable precision tolerance relation introduces parameters to control the similarity degree of attribute values of two objects, compared to tolerance relation, this relation gives a more flexible and more accurate method to express the similarity degree of two objects, and could produce better granulation results. However, the computation efficiency is a serious problem for those algorithms based on this relation.
Experimental data include 6 data sets from UCI machine learning repository [18] whose information is listed in TABLE 3, through randomly deleting some attribute values all data sets are preprocessed to the different level incompleteness rates such as 10%, 20%, 30% or 40% respectively.
In these experiments, each incomplete data set is randomly separated into two parts: three fourth as training set and the rest one fourth as testing set.
Secondly the training set is transformed by the three granulation models respectively and the transformed data are mined by the same attribute reduction algorithm and same rule extraction algorithm.
Finally the test accuracies are obtained by applying the rules mined to the test set. The detail steps of experiments base on the software Orange [19] are shown in Fig. 1 where C4.5 algorithm is selected as classifier for rule extraction.
Firstly a UCI data set is saved as an excel file and preprocessed for the next step, for example the serial number of objects, which is irrelevant with data mining, should be deleted. Finally the reduced data set is divided into two parts, training set and testing set, as the input data of C4.5 algorithm.
Three measures including accuracy of rule (Accuracy), the number of attributes in a reduct (No. of attributes) and the running time of mining algorithm (Time) are used as the measures of evaluation of the granulation models. Results of three granulation models on six data sets with incompleteness rate 30% on three measures are listed in TABLE 4, TABLE 5 and TABLE 6 respectively.
The results in TABLE 4 show that MTGM is superior to GMTR and GMVPTR on accuracy in general. In the three granulation models, MTGM got the best accuracies on four data sets except Cs and BC. The reason can be seen from TABLE 5, in this table the number of attributes in the reduct of MTGM on Cs 16 is less than the numbers of attributes of GMTR and GMVPTR, 35 and 36 respectively, and the number of MTGM on BC is 5, also the minimal in three models.
It is obvious in TABLE 5 that the average number of attributes in the reduct obtained by MTGM is less than GMTR and GMVPTR. For GMTR, tolerance relation is loose for the classification of objects in data sets, so the granules produced by GMTR contain too many uncertain objects, and then only few attributes are reduced in the process of attribute reduction. Comparatively, for the GMVPTR, variable precision tolerance relation has the strict condition to ensure the similarity property of objects in a granule, which is effective to get a smaller reduct. For example, the number of attribute in a reduct obtained by GMVPTR is minimal on four data sets except PB and Cs. TABLE 6 shows the running times of three granulation models on six data sets. The running time can be divided into two parts, one is the time of object classification in the process of granulation and the other is the time of attribute reduction. The final reduct obtained is just one of all possible reducts, not the minimal reduct. It can be seen that the running time of MTGM is greatly shorter than that of the other two models. It can be seen that under the different level incompleteness rate, the accuracies of rules remain relatively stable, which indicates the robustness of MTGM on mining incomplete data. It is obvious that the change tendencies of sum of objects integrated on four data sets are different. For example, with the increase of incomplete rates, the sum of objects integrated of CE increases, while the sum of objects integrated of Mp and BC decrease. The reason is related to the data distribution of different data sets.
Also for these comparison experiments, TABLE 8 provides the results of cardinality of reduct and sum of objects integrated of four data sets on different four incomplete rates.
From above experiments, it can be summarized that tolerance relation is very loose to define the similarity of two objects. So many objects with little similarity will be classified into same granule. In general, the algorithms based on this relation have lower ability on attribute reduction and produce fewer rules.
Variable precision tolerance relation uses different parameters to control the process of granulation and get a suitable way to express similarity. In many experiments, algorithms based on this relation could get better reduction effect and more accurate rules, however its computation complexity is high, which restricts its application.
Multi-threshold granulation model proposed in this paper introduce the idea of hierarchy into the process of granulation, uses different thresholds to control phases of data granulation and attribute reduction, not only get the better reducts and rules, but decrease the computation cost.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-threshold model is presented to granulation of an incomplete decision table. Two thresholds for the incompleteness rate of object are used to select the objects which are integrated to forming the basic knowledge units and the third threshold for the matching degree of two objects is applied to decide whether the two objects should be integrated or not.
Comparison experiments on the new model with two existing models show that the new model is superior to the other models and exhibit good robustness on mining data with different level incompleteness rates.
